
Unit 12 – Hard and Soft Rock 

Vocabulary: 

Renowned – (adj.) famous and respected; celebrated, noted (slavan; poznat)  

 (a renowned artist; She is renowned for her patience; It is renowned as one of our best restaurants.) 

Significant – (adj.)large or important enough (significant increase/significant change/significant part) 

Crossover – (noun/adj.) the process or result of changing from one area of activity or style of doing 

sth to another; the appropriation of a new style (esp.in popular music) by combining elements of 

different genres in order to appeal to a wider audience (mješavina, kombinacija; miješanje, 

kombinovanje različitih stilskih elemenata   (The album was an exciting jazz-pop crossover.) 

Distinction – a clear difference or contrast esp. between people or things that are similar or related 

(razlika, distinkcija) 

 distinctions between traditional and modern societies 

 Philosophers did not use to make a distinction between arts and science. 

Major and minor keys are defined by their tonic note (their starting or base note) and their scale 
being major or minor. A major key (durski ključ) uses a major scale (durska skala), and a 
minor key (molski ključ) uses a minor scale (molska skala). ... It comes down to the pattern of whole 
and half steps within each scale. 

Reliance (on/upon somebody/something) – the state of needing somebody/something in order to 
survive, be successful, etc.; the fact of being able to rely on somebody/something; dependence 
(oslanjanje; zavisnost) 

 Heavy reliance on one client is risky when you are building up a business. 

 Such learning methods encourage too great a reliance upon the teacher. 

Pentatonic – related to or based on a scale of five notes (pentatonic scale – pentatonska skala) 

Substitute - to take the place of somebody/something else; to use somebody/something instead of 
somebody/something else; replace (zamijeniti) 

  substitute A for B Margarine can be substituted for butter in this recipe. 

  substitute B with/by A Butter can be substituted with margarine in this recipe. 

Chord - three or more notes played together (akord) 

Be referred to as – be called (The city was referred to as the Paris of the East.) 

Supposedly – according to what is generally thought or believed but not known for certain; allegedly 

(navodno) The novel is supposedly based on a true story. 

Ear-pleasing  - (adj.) pleasant for the ear (prijatno za uho) 

Lyrics – the words of a popular song (tekst pjesme) 

https://www.oxfordlearnersdictionaries.com/definition/english/scale_1


COMMONLY CONFUSED WORDS 

BAND / BEND 

Band (n.)  

1) a group of musicians; group of people (a jazz band; a band of volunteers) (grupa, bend) 

2) a thin flat piece or circle of any material that is put around things, for example to hold them 

together or to make them stronger (She always ties her hair back in a band. – traka) 

3) a line of colour or material on something that is different from what is around it (a white 

plate with a blue band around the edge – traka) 

 

Bend  (n.) v. – past tense: bent)  

1) (n.) curve; a curved part of something (krivina) – There is a bend in the pipe. 

2) to lean, or make something lean, in a particular direction (nagnuti se)  - She bent forward to 

pick up the newspaper. 

3)  if you bend your arm, leg, etc. or if it bends, you move it so that it is no longer straight 

(saviti) 

4)  to force something that was straight into an angle or a curve (saviti, iskriviti) - The knives 

were bent out of shape. 

 

p.112 – band or bend (key to the exercise/resenje vjezbanja) 

1. bends 

2. band 

3. bend 

4. band 

 

Formal vs. Informal Language (examples in the table below) 



 


